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Rotation of molecules embedded in He nanodroplets is explored by a combination of fs laser-
induced alignment experiments and angulon quasiparticle theory. We demonstrate that at low
fluence of the fs alignment pulse, the molecule and its solvation shell can be set into coherent
collective rotation lasting long enough to form revivals. With increasing fluence, however, the
revivals disappear – instead, rotational dynamics as rapid as for an isolated molecule is observed
during the first few picoseconds. Classical calculations trace this phenomenon to transient decoupling
of the molecule from its He shell. Our results open novel opportunities for studying non-equilibrium
solute-solvent dynamics and quantum thermalization.
Usually, molecules dissolved in a liquid are not ro-
tating freely due to the intermolecular forces exerted
by the surrounding solvent. An important exception is
molecules embedded in liquid helium nanodroplets where
high-resolution infrared [1] and microwave [2] spectro-
scopies display discrete rotational structure. These ob-
servations along with theoretical modelling has estab-
lished a picture that molecules inside He nanodroplets
can rotate frictionless although followed by a local solva-
tion shell of He atoms. This shell increases the effective
molecular moment of inertia compared to the gas-phase
value [3, 4].
These unique properties build the expectation that
it should be possible to induce frictionless rotation of
molecules inside Helium droplets and follow it in real
time. For isolated molecules versatile techniques based
on moderately intense fs or ps laser pulses have been de-
veloped to control the rotational degrees of freedom [5–7].
In particular, such methods have been extensively used to
confine molecular axes to laboratory-fixed axes – meth-
ods referred to as alignment and orientation [5]. Recently,
the first time-resolved experiments of molecular rotation
inside He droplets revealed that moderately intense laser
pulses can induce alignment of molecules [8, 9]. The mea-
surements showed, however, no sign of frictionless rota-
tion. Notably, the transient alignment-recurrences (re-
vivals) characteristic of freely rotating molecules in gas
phase were absent. These observations seemed at odds
with the prevailing conception of rotational structure ob-
tained through spectroscopy [3, 4].
Here we experimentally demonstrate that a sufficiently
weak fs pulse can initiate coherent rotation of iodine
molecules together with their He solvation shell – last-
ing long enough to form revivals. Our observations are
rationalized by a quantum theory based on the angulon
quasiparticle [10–15]. For strong alignment pulses the
revivals disappear and, instead, strikingly fast rotational
dynamics appears immediately after the pulse. Classi-
cal estimates indicate that, in this regime, He atoms of
the solvation shell detach from the molecule due to the
centrifugal force generated by the rapid rotation. This
can be seen as a sudden decoupling of the molecule from
its solvent and for a short time the rotational motion
resembles that of a free molecule.
In our experiment, 10-nm-diameter helium droplets –
each doped with at most one iodine (I2) molecule – are
first irradiated by a 450 fs linearly polarized laser pulse
at 800 nm. The purpose of this kick pulse is to induce
alignment of the molecules, i.e. confine their I–I inter-
nuclear axis along the polarization direction [5]. Next,
the molecules are Coulomb exploded by a delayed, in-
tense probe pulse (40 fs, 3.7× 1014 W/cm2) which pro-
duces IHe+ ion fragments with recoil directions given by
the angular distribution of the molecular axes at the in-
stant of the probe pulse. By detecting the emission di-
rections of the IHe+ ions with a 2D imaging detector at
many different kick-probe delays, t, the time-dependent
degree of alignment, 〈cos2 θ2D〉, can be determined – θ2D
being the angle between the alignment pulse polarization
and the projection of an IHe+ ion velocity vector on the
detector [16]. More details on the experimental setup are
provided in the Supplemental Material [17].
Figure 1 shows 〈cos2 θ2D〉 as a function of time for a
series of different fluences of the kick pulse, Fkick. At low
Fkick there is a distinct maximum in 〈cos2 θ2D〉 shortly
after the kick pulse [Fig. 1(a)-(d)]. The prompt peak
grows in amplitude and appears earlier as Fkick is in-
creased [Fig. 1(a2)-(d2)]. This behavior is the result
of faster rotation and more efficient alignment induced
by a stronger kick pulse and appears similar to previ-
ous measurements on CH3I molecules in He droplets [8].
The current data exhibit, however, new, previously unob-
served features. First, at Fkick = 1.2 J/cm
2 the prompt
alignment peak is followed by pronounced yet decreasing
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Figure 1. The degree of alignment, 〈cos2 θ2D〉, as a func-
tion of time at different fluences of the kick pulse (centered
at t = 0); blue curves: experimental results, red curves: re-
sults from the angulon theory. In panel (f1) the time-interval
750−1500 ps and in panels (g1) and (h1) the time-interval
200−1500 ps are shown as straight lines because, for experi-
mental reasons, 〈cos2 θ2D〉 was not recorded in these regions.
The right column of panels expands on the first 100 ps to high-
light the structure that starts to appear at Fkick = 3.7 J/cm
2
immediately after the kick pulse and grows to a sharp peak
with maximum at t = 1.3 ps for Fkick = 8.7 J/cm
2. Panels (j)
show the survival probability of the initial state, as defined in
the text.
oscillations out to ∼ 200 ps. Second, for Fkick = 0.25,
0.50 and 1.2 J/cm2 an oscillatory structure is observed
in the interval 550−750 ps. The structure is very sim-
ilar for the three fluences with local maxima and min-
ima at essentially the same times. Third, on average
the 〈cos2 θ2D〉 curves are gradually decaying in the range
∼ 100−1500 ps for Fkick = 0.50, 1.2 and 2.5 J/cm2.
For Fkick ≥ 2.5 J/cm2 the structure in the 550−750 ps
interval disappears. Also, the oscillations after the main
peak are strongly reduced for Fkick = 2.5 J/cm
2 and es-
sentially absent at larger fluences. Instead a substructure
in the prompt alignment peak starts to appear at Fkick
= 3.7 J/cm2 [Fig. 1(e2)]. As the fluence is increased the
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Figure 2. Schematic illustration of laser-induced rotation of
I2 molecules inside He droplets, based on the classical model
described in the text, for a weak [(a1)-(a3)] and a strong [(b1)-
(b3)] kick pulse. (a4) and (b4) relate the illustrations to the
data recorded. (a2) illustrates parameters used in the classical
model. θ0: The angle between the molecular axis and the kick
pulse polarization just prior to the laser-molecule interaction.
rHe: Distance from the He atom at the ends to the axis of
rotation. vHe: The linear speed of the He atoms at the ends
of the molecule gained from the laser-molecule interaction.
substructure grows to a prominent sharp peak ending
with a maximum already at t ∼ 1.3 ps for Fkick = 8.7
J/cm2 [Figs. 1(i) and 4].
We interpret the oscillations after the prompt peak and
the 550−750 ps structure as manifestations of coherent
rotation of the molecules and their local He solvation
shell — hereafter termed He-dressed molecules. To sub-
stantiate this interpretation we first model He-dressed
molecules as classical rigid rotors driven by the polar-
izability interaction with the kick pulse. A He-dressed
molecule initially at an angle θ0 to the kick pulse polar-
3ization [Fig. 2(a3)] gains an angular velocity, ω, of [18]:
ω =
1
2
∆αFkick sin(2θ0)
Ieffε0c
, (1)
where ∆α is the polarizability anisotropy of I2 and Ieff is
the effective moment of inertia of I2 in the droplets. No
experimental value exists for Ieff so we determined it by
a path integral Monte Carlo calculation [19], which gave
Ieff = 1.7×I0 where I0 is the moment of inertia of the bare
I2 molecule. The calculated He density around the I2
molecule is shown in Fig. 3. In our classical calculations
a He-dressed molecule is treated as an I2 molecule rigidly
attached to eight He atoms placed in the minima of the
I2–He potential [1, 20] (six He atoms in the central ring
around the molecule and two at the ends), see Fig. 2.
The value of Ieff determined from this structure (Fig. 2)
is essentially equal to the Monte Carlo one.
Equation (1) predicts that the He-dressed molecules
are set into end-over-end rotation (Fig. 2) leading to a
prompt alignment peak as observed experimentally. Con-
tinued rotation for extended times requires that super-
fluidity of the droplets is undistorted. A simple classical
criterion for this is that the linear speed of the outer
components of the He-dressed molecules should not ex-
ceed the Landau velocity, vL = 56 m/s [21]. The highest
linear speed is calculated as vHe = ωrHe, where rHe is the
distance from a He atom at the ends to the axis of rota-
tion (see Fig. 2). Table I displays the values of ω and vHe
for the nine different fluences used in the experiment. For
Fkick = 0.25 and 0.50 J/cm
2 vHe < vL, whereas at Fkick
= 1.2 J/cm2 vHe is just above vL. At higher fluences,
vHe  vL for almost all of the He-dressed molecules –
independent of their initial orientation. These simple
classical considerations indicate that long-time coherent
rotational dynamics of the He-dressed molecules is only
possible for the three lowest fluences – in accordance with
the observations – and illustrated by panels (a1)-(a3) of
Fig. 2.
To elucidate the quantum dynamics of the system,
we apply the recently-developed angulon theory [10–
15, 22, 41]. The angulon represents a quasiparticle con-
sisting of a molecular rotor dressed by a many-body field
of superfluid excitations, and can be thought of as a
quantum formulation of the He-dressed molecule. Re-
cently it was shown that molecules in superfluid helium
form angulons [22]. The case of I2 in helium belongs
to the strong-coupling regime, where the molecular ki-
netic energy is small compared to the molecule-helium
interactions [12, 22]. In this regime, the angulon the-
ory furnishes a closed-form expression for the alignment
Figure 3. He density, ρ, around I2 in the molecular frame in
equilibrium. It is obtained from a path integral Monte Carlo
calculation [17] and corresponds to the situation prior to the
kick pulse.
cosine:
〈cos2 θˆ2D〉(t)
=
∑
j,j′,j1,j2,m
c∗j′cje
it(Ej2+Ej′−Ej1−Ej)/2〈j2m| cos2 θˆ2D|j1m〉
×
∫
dΩ1
∫
dΩ2 Y
∗
j′m0(Ω2)Yj2m(Ω2)Yjm0(Ω1)Y
∗
j1m(Ω1)
× eα1t2[ 4pi5
∑
µ Y2,µ(Ω2)Y
∗
2,µ(Ω1)−1]. (2)
(in units of ~ ≡ 1). Here Ej = Beffj(j + 1) are
the molecular rotational energies, with Beff the effec-
tive rotational constant of I2. α1 parametrizes the ani-
zotropic molecule-helium interactions, with the strong-
coupling regime defined by Beff  √α1. The coeffi-
cients, cj = 〈j,m0| exp(η cos2 θˆ) |j0,m0〉, describe the
rotational wavepacket created from the initial molecular
state |j0,m0〉 by a short laser pulse with a dimensionless
intensity η. In order to compare the theory to experi-
ment, the results of Eq. (2) were averaged over the ther-
mal distribution of the initial states and the finite width
of rotational lines due to dephasing was accounted for.
More details on the theoretical approach are provided in
the Supplemental Material [17].
The strong-coupling angulon theory is straightforward
to apply if the molecule-laser interaction energy η . √α1.
This is the case in Fig. 1 (a) and (b), where η/
√
α1 ≈ 1.4
and 2.7, respectively. Both calculated 〈cos2 θ2D〉 curves
(red) are dominated by a prominent peak at early times.
For Fkick = 0.25 and 0.50 J/cm
2 the prompt alignment
peak agrees with the experimental curves although the
peak amplitude is somewhat higher for the calculated
curves. We ascribe this to an underestimation of the
4Fkick, J/cm
2 ω, 1010 Hz vHe, m/s Erot(He), cm
−1
0.25 2.7 13 0.029
0.50 5.5 26 0.12
1.2 14 65 0.71
2.5 27 130 2.8
3.7 41 195 6.4
5.0 54 260 11
6.4 70 338 19
7.4 81 390 26
8.7 95 454 35
Table I. Classical calculation of the maximum angular velocity
using Eq. (1) with θ0 = 45° for the nine different fluences
used in the experiment. From ω the linear speed, vHe, and
the rotational energy, Erot(He), of the He atoms at the ends
of the molecules are calculated – see text.
measured degree of alignment due to non-axial recoil ef-
fects in the Coulomb explosion process, caused by the He
environment [23]. The fluence of Fkick = 1.2 J/cm
2 corre-
sponds to η/
√
α1 ≈ 7 and therefore lies beyond the reach
of the strong-coupling angulon theory which predicts a
faster initial dynamics compared to the experiment. Nev-
ertheless, the long-time decay of alignment observed ex-
perimentally is reproduced. For higher fluences, Fkick
= 2.5 J/cm2 and Fkick = 3.7 J/cm
2, the molecule-laser
interactions dominate over molecule-helium interactions,
since η/
√
α1 ≈ 14 and 21, respectively.
For Fkick = 0.25 and 0.50 J/cm
2 low-amplitude struc-
tures just before 400 and 800 ps are visible. The angulon
model identifies these as the half- and full-revival of the
He-dressed molecule, marked by red arrows for the the-
oretical curves. The locations of the revival structures
match h/(4Beff) and h/(2Beff), with Beff = ~2/(2Ieff),
similar to the well-studied case of isolated molecules. The
magnitude of the revivals decreases for larger fluences,
and they are no longer visible for Fkick ≥ 2.5 J/cm2.
Importantly, the angulon theory predicts that rota-
tional revivals are possible for molecules strongly in-
teracting with superfluid helium. Therefore, we inter-
pret the observed oscillatory structure in the 550−750 ps
interval as a full rotational revival of the He-dressed
molecule. Furthermore, we note that the model captures
the overall decay of 〈cos2 θ2D〉 observed most clearly for
Fkick = 0.50 and 1.2 J/cm
2. We quantify this decay by
the survival probability (closely related to the Loschmidt
echo [24]), S(t) = |〈ψ(t)|ψ0〉|2 ≡ |〈ψ0| eiHt |ψ0〉|2, of the
state |ψ0〉 immediately after the kick pulse excitation
during time evolution under the angulon Hamiltonian
H [17]. The time-dependence of the survival probabil-
ity is shown in Fig. 1j. While the gas-phase survival
probability (dashed line) exhibits revivals similar to the
gas-phase molecular alignment, for I2 in helium we pre-
dict a Gaussian decay S(t) ∼ exp(−α1t2) [17]. The latter
comes from redistribution of the angular momentum be-
tween the molecule and the superfluid. Note that this
decay occurs on a faster timescale compared to the ex-
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Figure 4. The degree alignment, 〈cos2 θ2D〉, at early times for
isolated I2 molecules and I2 molecules in He droplets recorded
for Fkick = 8.7 J/cm
2. The laser parameters of both the kick
pulse and the probe pulse were identical for the measurements
on the isolated molecules and on the molecules in He droplets.
ponential decay common for Markovian reservoirs [25].
In the high-fluence regime, η/
√
α1  1, the strong-
coupling angulon theory is not applicable. However, clas-
sically, a high-fluence pulse can induce such a fast rota-
tion of the He-dressed molecule that helium atoms detach
due to the centrifugal force – a mechanism which, we be-
lieve, is responsible for the sharp structure appearing in
the prompt alignment peak. A simple criterion for de-
taching one He atom is: Erot(He) > Ebinding(He), where
Erot(He) =
1
2mHe r
2
Heω
2 is the rotational energy of a He
atom and Ebinding(He) ≈ 16 cm−1 is the ground-state
binding energy of the HeI2 complex [20, 26]. Table I
displays Erot(He) calculated for the different fluences. At
Fkick & 6 J/cm2 the criterion is met implying that one or
indeed several He atoms detach from the molecule (lower
panels in Fig. 2) since the binding energies of the first
few He atoms are similar [27].
Figure 4 compares the short-time alignment dynamics
of molecules in He droplets to that of isolated molecules
at Fkick = 8.7 J/cm
2. In droplets, 〈cos2 θ2D〉 evolves al-
most as fast as 〈cos2 θ2D〉 of isolated molecules during
the first ∼2 ps. In classical terms, this indicates that I2
rotates almost freely, detached from the He atoms. We
observed the same rapid short-time alignment dynamics
for OCS and CS2 molecules in He droplets. At t > 2 ps
the free rotation is quenched, which indicates a dynami-
cal re-formation of the He-dressed molecule.
Our results demonstrate that for molecules embedded
5in He droplets a moderately intense laser pulse can in-
duce coherent collective rotation of a molecule and its
solvation shell for times long enough to form rotational
revivals. These findings reconcile femtosecond laser-
induced molecular alignment and high-resolution infrared
and microwave spectroscopy. Our angulon quasiparticle
theory rationalizes the observations for the low-fluence
experimental results. Future generalization of the the-
ory may lead to a quantitative agreement with exper-
iments in a broad range of laser fluences and is ex-
pected to provide new insights into the superfluid behav-
ior of He droplets. Finally, the observed decoupling of
the molecule from its He-solvation shell at high fluences
draws parallels to the nonlinear response in the solute-
solvent interaction of rapidly rotating CN molecules dis-
solved in ethanol [28, 29]. Our results open unique oppor-
tunities for real-time studies of non-equilibrium solute-
solvent dynamics, for instance, by gradually modifying
the solvation shell through insertion of other noble gas
atoms or even water molecules [4]. Furthermore, ex-
periments on molecules in small helium droplets might
yield insight into quantum thermalization of finite many-
particle systems [30, 31].
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S1
SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIAL
Experimental setup and method
A schematic diagram of the experimental setup used for laser-induced alignment experiments of iodine molecules,
both solvated inside helium droplets and isolated in a supersonic beam, is shown in Fig. S1. Helium droplets are
produced using a continuous helium droplet source with stagnation conditions of 14 K and 25 bar, giving ∼10 nm
diameter helium droplets [3]. Shortly after the exit of the continuous source the droplet beam passes through a
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Figure S1. Schematic of the experimental setup. Schematic diagram showing the experimental setup used for the
non-adiabatic alignment of iodine molecules both solvated inside helium droplets and isolated in a supersonic beam. Depicted
from left to right are the continuous helium droplet source, the pickup cell and the 2D imaging spectrometer. Below the
spectrometer sits the Even-Lavie pulsed valve used for the isolated molecule studies. The polarization state of the kick pulse
(horizontal) and the delayed probe pulse (vertical) are indicated by the direction of the pulse forms sketched.
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skimmer with a 1 mm diameter opening and enters a pickup cell containing iodine vapor. The partial pressure of the
iodine vapor was kept sufficiently low to ensure the pickup of at most a single iodine molecule. Hereafter the doped
droplets pass through a liquid nitrogen trap that captures the majority of the effusive iodine molecules that are not
picked up by the droplets. In order to further reduce the contribution from effusive molecules the doped droplets
pass through a second skimmer with a 2 mm diameter opening followed by a second liquid nitrogen trap. Finally, the
doped droplets enter the interaction region of the target chamber. In this region, the doped helium droplet beam is
crossed perpendicularly by two collinear 800 nm pulsed laser beams. The doped droplets are first irradiated with a
linearly polarized kick pulse that is used to induce alignment. For the measurements up to Fkick = 5.0 J/cm
2 the
duration of the kick pulse is 450 fs. At this duration the fluence cannot be increased further because the intensity
becomes so high that the iodine molecules starts to be ionized by the kick pulse alone. The measurements with Fkick
= 6.4, 7.4 and 8.7 J/cm2 are, therefore, recorded with a kick pulse duration of 1300 fs. This is still much shorter
than the rotational time of the iodine molecule (446 ps in gas phase) and thus keeps the experiment in the strictly
non-adiabatic limit of alignment [5, 32]. For consistency, we recorded the alignment experiment at Fkick = 5.0 J/cm
2
with the 1300 fs kick pulse and got results essentially identical to those recorded with the 450 fs kick pulse (Fig. 1f in
the main text).
After the kick pulse the molecules are Coulomb exploded by a delayed, intense probe pulse (40 fs, 3.7× 1014 W/cm2),
which produces I+ or IHe+ ion fragments. The recoil directions of either ion species are given by the angular
distribution of the molecular axes at the instant of the probe pulse. For the measurements reported here the IHe+
signal was chosen as the observable because these ions can only be produced from molecules inside He droplet [8, 33].
In the case of I+ ions there is a contribution from those iodine molecules that manage to effuse from the pick-up cell
to the interaction region in the target chamber. This contribution is, however, at most a few percent and recording of
I+ images could, therefore, also have been carried out and should give the same rotational dynamics as that obtained
from the IHe+ images.
By detecting the emission directions of the IHe+ ions with a 2D imaging detector at many different kick-probe
delays, t, the time-dependent degree of alignment, 〈cos2 θ2D〉, can be determined, where θ2D is the angle between the
kick pulse polarization and the projection of an IHe+ ion velocity vector on the detector. The experimental setup
is equipped with a pulsed Even-Lavie valve located beneath the target chamber and allows for a molecular beam of
isolated iodine molecules to be sent into the interaction region. The alignment dynamics for isolated molecules was
recorded under the same laser conditions as those used for the helium droplet experiments. Here I+ ions were used
as observables.
Path integral Monte Carlo
Quantum many-body systems of N particles in equilibrium can be mapped to a classical system of polymer
chains [34, 35]. The path integral Monte Carlo (PIMC) method exploits this isomorphism. For Bose systems like 4He
droplets, finite-temperature results obtained by PIMC can be considered virtually exact, given sufficient simulation
time.
The PIMC method calculates equilibrium properties in the canonical [36] or grand canonical [37] ensemble. In
the present work we use the canonical ensemble, thus expectation values of an operator Aˆ are obtained as 〈Aˆ〉 =
1
ZTr[e
−βHˆA], where Z = Tr[e−βHˆ ] is the partition function, β = 1/kBT , and Hˆ is the many-body Hamiltonian. In
our case of a linear molecule with bare rotational constant B and mass M and N 4He atoms of mass m Hˆ is
Hˆ = − ~
2
2M
∇20 +BLˆ2 −
~2
2m
∑
i
∇2i +
∑
i
u(r0, ri,Ω) +
∑
i<j
v(|ri − rj |)
Lˆ is the angular momentum operator, Ω are the two Euler angles of a linear molecule, r0 is the center of mass
coordinate of the molecule and ri are the coordinates of the
4He atoms. The interactions are modeled as pair-wise
interactions between 4He atoms, v, and between 4He atoms and the molecule, u. We use the potential by Aziz et
al. [38] for v and the ab initio potential by Garcia-Gutierrez et al. [20] for u. The latter depends not only on the
distance |r0 − ri| between 4He atom and molecule, but also on the angle θi between the distance vector r0 − ri
and the axis of the molecule defined by Ω. It is the dependence on θi which leads to the coupling of the rotational
dynamics of the molecule to the helium droplet. We neglect the vibrational degree of freedom of the molecule, which
for a diatomic molecule like I2 is the distance between the two iodine atoms. The vibrational excitation energies are
orders of magnitude larger than typical rotational energies and excitation energies in helium. Therefore, the coupling
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between vibrations and helium are negligible in the study of rotational dynamics. We assume I2 to be a rigid rotor,
with the two iodine atoms separated by their equilibrium distance of 2.666 A˚.
For PIMC simulations, it is convenient to work in coordinate space. Thus, for calculating expectation values 〈Aˆ〉
the many-body density matrix in configuration space, ρ(R,R′;β) = 〈R|e−βHˆ |R′〉, is sampled using the Metropolis
algorithm [39]. Here R denotes all coordinates of the many-body system, R = (Ω, r0, r1, . . . , rN ). A numerical
evaluation of ρ(R,R′;β) is complicated by the fact that in general the exponential of the many-body Hamiltonian
Hˆ cannot be calculated. Therefore, we split the “imaginary time” interval β into small “time steps” τ = β/M . This
necessitates the introduction of new coordinates at intermediate time slices,
ρ(R0,RM ;β) =
∫
dR1 · · ·RM−1ρ(R0,R1; τ) · · · ρ(RM−1,RM ; τ). (S1)
(R0, . . . ,RM ) can be regarded as a discretized path in imaginary time. This way each particle coordinate ri is replaced
by a whole path of coordinates (“beads”) ri,j where the new index j = 0, . . . ,M labels the discretized imaginary time.
For completing the isomorphism between a quantum system and classical polymers of beads, we choose τ sufficiently
small, such that ρ(R0,R1; τ) can be approximated. We use the pair density approximation [36] for the He-He
interaction, and the Trotter approximation for the He-molecule interaction, e−τ(Tˆ+Vˆ ) = e−τVˆ /2e−τTˆ e−τVˆ /2 + O(τ3),
where Tˆ and Vˆ are the (non-commuting) kinetic and interaction terms of the Hamiltonian Hˆ = Tˆ + Vˆ , respectively.
The Trotter approximation requires to use a relatively small time step τ = 1/80 K, which determines the number of
beads as M = βτ for a given inverse temperature β. If no off-diagonal operators such as the one-body density matrix
need to be averaged, we can set RM = R0. Thus all polymers are closed loops, one for each quantum particle.
We need to account for the indistinguishability of quantum particles. Bose statistics is implemented by symmetriza-
tion of the density matrix
ρB(R,R;β) =
1
N !
∑
P
ρ(R, PR;β) (S2)
where the sum is over all permutations P . As can be seen from the right hand side of Eq. (S2), the symmetrization
corresponds to reconnecting the imaginary time paths to form larger polymers. For a detailed review of the PIMC
method for bosons see Ref. [36], for the application to dopants in 4He clusters see Refs. [19, 40].
In addition to static quantities, PIMC allows in principle also to calculate dynamical properties. It is straightforward
to calculate correlation functions 〈Aˆ(t)Aˆ(0)〉, that are related to measurable spectra via the fluctuation-dissipation
theorem. However, PIMC provides these correlation functions only in imaginary time. The analytic continuation of
imaginary time data with statistical noise due to finite sampling time to real time is an ill-posed problem. In the
present case, we are interested in the rotational spectrum of a linear molecule, which can be obtained from
F`(t) =
4pi
2`+ 1
1
Z
∑
m
Tr[Y +`m(t)Y`m(0)e
−βHˆ ]
where Y`m are spherical harmonics. The spectrum S`(ω) of rotational excitations J → J + ` (where ` = 2 in the case
of a homo-nuclear linear rotor) can be obtained by inverting the Laplace transform, F`(t) =
∫∞
−∞ dωe
−tωS`(ω). Since
the inversion is an ill-posed problem, it can only be done approximately and only if the error bars of F`(t) are very
small. Therefore, we opted to simply fit the known solution F 0` (t) for a free linear rotor,
F`(t) =
4pi
2`+ 1
3
Z
∑
`1,`2
(2`1 + 1)(2`2 + 1)
4pi
(
`1
0
`
0
`2
0
)2
e−(β−t)B`2(`2+1)e−tB`1(`1+1)
to correlation function F`(t) obtained with PIMC for I2 in helium with B acting as fit parameter. This fit yields an
effective B = Beff , under the assumption that the rotational spectrum of I2 in helium is essentially that of a linear
rotor with a renormalized rotational constant. For heavy rotors this assumption has been validated by experiments.
Although the effective distortion constant Deff usually increases by orders of magnitude in helium compared to the
gas phase value, Deff is still small and, therefore, we cannot determine it from an improved fit to a free linear rotor
with distortion constant D as second parameter.
PIMC simulations of droplets of 103 or 104 4He atoms, as produced in the experiments, would be very demanding.
Instead we performed two kinds of simulations of I2 in helium, that bracket the experimental situation from both
sides: I2 in
4He clusters of N = 150 atoms, much smaller than in experiment; and I2 in bulk
4He. Bulk simulations
are realized with periodic boundary conditions. 511 4He atoms and one I2 are put in a simulation box of side length
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L = 28.6A˚. L is determined by the condition that the 4He density in the molecule frame of reference, ρ(r, θ), approaches
the equilibrium density of bulk 4He, ρeq = 0.02186 A˚
−3, for large distance r between 4He atoms and molecule. The
largest distance compatible with periodic boundaries is L/2, which is large enough to obtain a 4He density ρ(r, θ) that
fluctuates only slightly around ρeq. Therefore, we believe that simulations for this size provide a good approximation
to the bulk limit. Simulations of I2 in
4He cluster were done at a temperature of T = 0.31K, typical for 4He droplets
in equilibrium. For simulations of I2 in bulk helium, approximated by 511
4He atoms, we doubled the temperature
to T = 0.62K, in order to reduce the computational demands by cutting the number of beads in half. From the bulk
simulations we obtained a ratio of Beff/B = 0.60, while simulations of I2 in a cluster of N = 150
4He atoms gave a
very similar value of Beff/B = 0.58. We note that for I2 the ratio Beff/B is large compared to values found for other
heavy linear rotors in helium. This smaller relative reduction is due to the particularly large moment of inertia I of
I2 already in the gas phase. A significant relative increase of I, and thus significant relative reduction of B requires,
therefore, a much larger effect of the helium environment than, e.g., for the well-studied OCS molecule in helium,
with a moment of inertia more than five times smaller.
The angulon theory
The angulon Hamiltonian
The theoretical approach used here is based on the recently-developed angulon theory [10–15, 22, 41]. We start
from the angulon Hamiltonian, which describes a rotating molecule coupled to a bosonic bath [10]:
Ĥ = BJˆ2 +
∑
kλµ
ωk bˆ
†
kλµbˆkλµ +
∑
kλµ
Uλ(k) [Y
∗
λµ(θˆ, φˆ)bˆ
†
kλµ + Yλµ(θˆ, φˆ)bˆkλµ], (S3)
where we used the notation
∑
k ≡
∫
dk, and set ~ ≡ 1. The first term of Eq. (S3) corresponds to the rotational kinetic
energy of a linear-rotor molecule, with Jˆ the angular momentum operator and B = 1/(2I) the molecular rotational
constant, where I is the molecular moment of inertia. The bare eigenstates of the molecular impurity are given by the
(2L + 1)-fold degenerate states, |L,M〉, with energies EL = BL(L + 1). Here L is the angular momentum quantum
number, and M is its projection on the laboratory-frame z-axis.
The second term of Eq. (S3) gives the kinetic energy of the superfluid excitations, such as phonons and rotons,
whose spectrum is described by the dispersion relation ωk. Here, the operators bˆ
†
kλµ (bˆkλµ) are creating (annihilating)
a superfluid excitation with linear momentum k = |k|, the angular momentum λ, and its projection, µ, onto the
z-axis. These operators can be obtained using the spherical-harmonic expansion of the usual creation/annihilation
operators in Cartesian space, bˆ†k and bˆk, see Refs. [10–12] for details.
The last term of the Hamiltonian (S3) describes the angular-momentum exchange between the molecular impurity
and the superfluid, where the coupling constants Uλ(k) are proportional to the Legendre moments of the molecule–
Helium potential energy surface in Fourier space. Here Yλµ(θˆ, φˆ) are spherical harmonics [42], which depend on the
molecular angle operators in the laboratory frame, (θˆ, φˆ). This type of coupling, explicitly dependent on the three-
dimensional impurity orientation, makes Eq. (S3) substantially different from other impurity problems such as, e.g.,
the Bose-polaron [43] or the spin-boson [44] models.
Originally, the Hamiltonian (S3) was derived to describe an ultracold molecule interacting with a dilute BEC, where
the coupling constants Uλ(k) assume a simple analytic form [10, 11]. Helium, on the other hand, represents a dense,
strongly-interacting superfluid, which makes it quite challenging to derive the coupling constants from first principles.
However, by analogy with effective field theories of nuclear [45] and condensed matter [46] physics, the angulon
Hamiltonian (S3) can be approached from a phenomenological perspective, where the effective low-energy constants
are extracted from experiment or ab initio calculations. As an example, recently it was shown that the effective
rotational constants of 25 different molecules in superfluid helium can be obtained from the angulon theory in good
agreement with experiment, based on only two phenomenological parameters [22]. Here we pursue a similar approach
to calculate the dynamical properties of the I2 molecule in helium.
Effective rotational constants
Interactions of a heavy molecule, such as I2, with helium can be most naturally understood if one rewrites the
Hamiltonian (S3) in the rotating molecular frame [22]. This is achieved by applying a canonical transformation
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recently introduced by Schmidt and Lemeshko [12]:
Sˆ = e−iφˆ⊗Λˆze−iθˆ⊗Λˆye−iγˆ⊗Λˆz . (S4)
Here (φˆ, θˆ, γˆ) are the angle operators which act in the Hilbert space of the molecular rotor, and
Λˆ =
∑
kλµν
bˆ†kλµσ
λ
µν bˆkλν (S5)
is the total angular momentum operator of the superfluid excitations, acting in their corresponding Hilbert space.
The angular momentum matrices, σλ ≡ {σλ−1, σλ0 , σλ+1}, fulfill the SO(3) algebra in the representation of angular
momentum λ. Thus, the transformation of Eq. (S4) transfers the superfluid degrees of freedom into the rotating
molecular frame.
The transformed Hamiltonian assumes the following form:
Hˆ ≡ Sˆ−1HˆSˆ = B(Lˆ− Λˆ)2 +
∑
kλµ
ωk bˆ
†
kλµbˆkλµ +
∑
kλ
U˜λ(k)
[
bˆ†kλ0 + bˆkλ0
]
(S6)
where U˜λ(k) =
√
(2λ+ 1)/(4pi)Uλ(k). The operator Lˆ ≡ Jˆ + Λˆ is the total angular momentum operator, which acts
in the molecular Hilbert space. The components of Lˆ define projections of total angular momentum in the rotating
molecular frame and, therefore, obey anomalous commutation relations [47, 48]. In the absence of external fields,
total angular momentum Lˆ is conserved, which allows to solve the problem for each value of L separately.
Another advantage of the transformed Hamiltonian (S6) is that it can be diagonalized exactly in the limit of a
slowly rotating molecule, B → 0. There, for each total angular momentum state, |LM〉, the ground state is given by:
|ψLM 〉 = e
∑
kλ
U˜λ(k)
ωk
(bˆkλ0−bˆ†kλ0) |0〉 |LM〉. (S7)
Note that the bosonic coherent state of Eq. (S7) involves an infinite number of superfluid excitations and, therefore,
describes a collective anizotropic displacement of helium atoms. Such a deformation can be thought of as a microscopic
formulation of the ‘nonsuperfluid helium shell’ which rotates along with the molecule [1, 3].
It is important to note that the angulon theory based on the transformed Hamiltonian, Eq. (S6), provides a simple
physical explanation for renormalization of molecular rotational constants in superfluid helium. The rotational energy
of the molecular impurity is defined by the first term of Eq. (S6), while the rest of terms ultimately determine how
many phonons are excited due to the molecule-helium interactions. In the absence of helium, the total angular
momentum is given by that of a free molecule, Lˆ ≡ Jˆ. In the presence of helium, Lˆ is still a conserved quantity,
however, the stronger the molecule-helium interactions the larger is the angular momentum of the superfluid, Λˆ. Thus,
for a given total angular momentum L, the rotational energy is lower in the presence of helium (Λˆ 6= 0) compared to
a gas-phase molecule (Λˆ = 0), which leads to renormalization of the molecular rotational constant.
In our approach, we calculate the amount of the angular momentum transferred to the superfluid for the state of
Eq. (S7):
〈Λˆ2〉 ≡ 〈ψLM | Λˆ2 |ψLM 〉 =
∑
kλ
λ(λ+ 1)
U˜2λ(k)
ω2k
, (S8)
and replace the boson angular momentum operator in Eq. (S6) by its expectation value, Λˆ→ 〈Λ〉 ≡ 〈Λˆ2〉1/2. Then,
assuming that Λˆ points along the total angular momentum, Λˆ ∼ Lˆ, we can evaluate the effective rotational constant
as:
Beff = B (1− β)2 , (S9)
where
β =
1
2
∑
k,λ
λ(λ+ 1)
U˜λ(k)
2
ω2k
1/2 . (S10)
Within our approach, we treat β as a phenomenological parameter and set it to β = 0.23, which reproduces the
results of quantum Monte Carlo calculations giving Beff = 0.6B. In addition, Eq. (S10) enables us to calculate the
α2 parameter as discussed below.
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Dynamics of I2 in helium
We perform the calculations of the time evolution in the laboratory frame, as given by the Hamiltonian (S3), with
B replaced by Beff = 0.6B0, as discussed above. Since the pulse is very short, τ  B−1, Uλ(k)−1, ω−1k , the state after
the pulse can be found within the impulsive approximation [49]. To this end, we assume that the interaction with the
laser pulse is described by the potential
Vˆ (t) = −η δ(t) cos2 θˆ. (S11)
Here, η is a dimensionless parameter related to the fluence of the kick pulse. The laser fluences presented in Fig. 1(a)–
(e) correspond to the values of η = 2.6, 5.2, 13, 26, and 39, respectively. The subsequent time evolution of the wave
function is given by:
|ψ(t)〉 = e−iHˆteη cos2 θˆ|ψ0〉. (S12)
Before the laser pulse, the He-dressed molecular states in the laboratory frame are obtained by applying an inverse
transformation of Eq. (S4) to Eq. (S7), which results in:
|ψ0〉 = e
∑
kλµ
U˜λ(k)
ωk
(bˆkλµYλµ(Ωˆ)−bˆ†kλµY ∗λµ(Ωˆ))|j0,m0〉mol ⊗ |0〉b, (S13)
where Ωˆ ≡ (θˆ, φˆ) and |0〉b is the bosonic vacuum state. Since after the pulse the wave function represents a superpo-
sition of rotational energy levels, the time-evolution of the angulon state is given by:
|ψ(t)〉 = e−iHˆt
∑
j
cje
∑
kλµ
U˜λ(k)
ωk
(bˆkλµYλµ(Ωˆ)−bˆ†kλµY ∗λµ(Ωˆ))|j,m0〉mol ⊗ |0〉b, (S14)
where the coefficients cj depend on j0, m0, and η. For the wave function (S14), we calculate the evolution of the
molecular alignment as
〈cos2 θ2D〉(t) ≡ 〈ψ(t)| cos2 θˆ2D|ψ(t)〉, (S15)
where cos2 θˆ2D ≡ cos2 θˆ/(cos2 θˆ + sin2 θˆ sin2 φˆ) is a two-dimensional projection of the three-dimensional alignment
cosine, cos2 θˆ, as measured in the experiments.
Performing the time evolution of the considered wave function using Eqs. (S3) and (S14) is an involved many-
particle problem because the interaction term of the Hamiltonian does not commute with the rest of the terms. First
of all, we note that the boson kinetic energy can be eliminated by rewriting the Hamiltonian in the rotating frame,
which corresponds to the replacements bˆ†kλµ → bˆ†kλµe−iωkt, bˆkλµ → bˆkλµeiωkt. Since in the final expression for the
alignment cosine the oscillating exponents cancel with their corresponding complex conjugates, the boson kinetic
energy contributes only through the initial state, Eq. (S13). In order to account for the rest of the Hamiltonian, we
apply an expansion of the Suzuki-Trotter type:
e−itHˆ ≈ e−itBJˆ2/2e−it
∑
kλµ Uλ(k)[Y
∗
λµ(θˆ,φˆ)bˆ
†
kλµ+Yλµ(θˆ,φˆ)bˆkλµ]e−itBJˆ
2/2, (S16)
which becomes exact in the limit of small t. Furthermore, in order to decrease the number of free parameters of
the model, we take into account only the leading anisotropic term, λ = 2, of the He–I2 PES [20, 22]. The resulting
alignment cosine can be derived in closed form:
〈cos2 θˆ2D〉(t) =
∑
j,j′,j1,j2,m
c∗j′cje
it(Ej2+Ej′−Ej1−Ej)/2〈j2m| cos2 θˆ2D|j1m〉
×
∫
dΩ1
∫
dΩ2 Y
∗
j′m0(Ω2)Yj2m(Ω2)Yjm0(Ω1)Y
∗
j1m(Ω1)e
(α1t
2+α2)[ 4pi5
∑
µ Y2,µ(Ω2)Y
∗
2,µ(Ω1)−1], (S17)
where
∫
dΩ ≡ ∫ sin θ dθ dφ and we have defined
α1 ≡
∑
k
U22 (k), α2 ≡
∑
k
U22 (k)
ω2k
. (S18)
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The α1 parameter determines the decay rate of the alignment. We take α1 = 10 (in units of 1/B
2
eff), which reproduces
the decay rate observed in experiment for Fkick = 1.2 J/cm
2. The α2 parameter can be determined using Eq.(S8) and
the value of Beff = 0.6B0 and turns out to be very small α2 ≈ 0.04. Previous experiments on microwave spectroscopy of
molecules in helium droplets have shown a broadening of the molecular rotational lines, which amounts to ∼ 100 MHz
in the case of OCS [2]. The line shapes are attributed to inhomogeneous broadening, and at least for CO in helium
this was confirmed by calculations [50]. In order to account for this effect, we introduce a Gaussian broadening of
Beff values with a standard deviation γ = 0.05 Beff, which corresponds to half width at half maximum of 66 MHz for
I2. Explicitly, we use the energy levels Ej ≡ (Beff + γx)j(j + 1), where x is drawn from a normal distribution and we
integrate the result for 〈cos2 θ2D〉(t) over x.
In addition, we calculate the survival probability of the initial state as:
S(t) =
∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑
j
|cj |2e−itEj
∣∣∣∣∣∣
2
e−α1t
2
. (S19)
Ensemble averaging: temperature and symmetry
Since the temperature of He droplets, T = 0.38 K, is larger than the rotational constant Beff = 0.032 K, one
needs to account for the thermal distribution of population over several rotational states, as given by the Boltzmann
distribution:
Pj = Z
−1e−Beffj(j+1)/(kBT ). (S20)
where kB is the Boltzmann constant and Z ≡
∑
j Pj is the partition function. For the temperature stated above, it
is sufficient to truncate the sum at j = 6, which corresponds to 28 lowest |jm〉-levels.
In addition to the thermal distribution, we account for the 21 : 15 ortho-to-para ratio of I2. This corresponds to an
averaging over molecules in even and odd rotational states:
P evenj = Z
−1
evene
−Beffj(j+1)/(kBT ), (S21)
P oddj = Z
−1
odde
−Beff[j(j+1)−2]/(kBT ), (S22)
where the reference energy for odd states is 2Beff – the rotational energy of the lowest odd state with j = 1. The
corresponding partition functions are given by Zeven(odd) ≡
∑
j∈even(odd) P
even(odd)
j . The thermally-averaged result
for the alignment, a(t), of the odd and even states is given by:
〈cos2 θ2D〉even(odd)(t) =
∑
j0∈even(odd),m0
〈ψ(t)| cos2 θ(2D)|ψ(t)〉(j0,m0) × P even(odd)j , (S23)
where the (j0,m0) superscript denotes alignment with the starting |j0,m0〉 state of the molecule. Finally, the ensemble-
averaged result is obtained as
〈cos2 θ2D〉(t) = 15× 〈cos
2 θ2D〉even(t) + 21× 〈cos2 θ2D〉odd(t)
15 + 21
. (S24)
Eq. (S24) was the one we used to compare the theory to experiment.
